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QUESTION 1

A customer is new to PowerStore and asks if there are any differences between the A and B back-end ports. What is
the correct response? 

A. All ports on the base enclosure are input ports 

B. All ports on the base enclosure are output ports 

C. "A" ports are input ports and "B" ports are output ports D. "A" ports are output ports and "B" ports are input ports 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

At what point in the configuration of an External Storage Import session does the data path from the host to the
PowerStore system become the active IO path? 

A. When the import session begins 

B. Before launching the Import Storage wizard 

C. During the ImportKit installation 

D. As MPIO restarts on the host 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

What does the remote replication Failover operation do? 

A. Fully synchronizes the source and destination data states and reverses the replication direction 

B. Fully synchronizes the source and destination data states and stops the current replication session 

C. Promotes the destination system to production with its replica data consistent to the last successful RPO
synchronization state 

D. Promotes the destination system to production and resets the RPO synchronization cycle in the protection policy 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.dell.com/support/manuals/en-pk/powerstore-25-dae/pwrstr-protect-
data/replication?guid=guid-7641aeec-982e-4e4e-85fb-c50f525635dbandlang=en-us 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator assigns a protection policy to a volume group. Volume1, Volume2, Volume3 are put into the volume
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group. Later it is decided that Volume2 should be replicated at a different time. Volume2 is removed from the volume
group. 

The administrator attempts to assign a new protection policy to Volume2 and the option is greyed out. 

Why is the option greyed out? 

A. Already has a protection policy from the Volume-Group 

B. Requires a replication rule not a protection policy 

C. Requires a snapshot rule and a replication rule 

D. Still has associated Volume-Group snapshots 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

1.a.1 What is the maximum number of appliances that can be connected to form a cluster? 

A. 1 in a PowerStore T cluster, 4 in a PowerStore X cluster 

B. 1 in a PowerStore T cluster, 1 in a PowerStore X cluster 

C. 4 in a PowerStore T cluster, 4 in a PowerStore X cluster 

D. 4 in a PowerStore T cluster, 1 in a PowerStore X cluster 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www.delltechnologies.com/en-us/collaterals/unauth/white-papers/products/storage/h18149-dell-emc-
powerstore-platform-introduction.pdf 
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